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A meeting of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan Update Committee was held on May 14, 2018 at the Chili 
Town Hall, 3333 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 2:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order 
by Supervisor David Dunning. 
 
 
PRESENT: Supervisor David Dunning, Ron Brand, RLP Plans, Paul Wanzenried, Building Department 
Manager, Al Hellaby, Planning Board VC, Steve Tarbell, Traffic & Safety Committee Member, Dorothy 
Borgus, Resident. 
 
ABSENT: James Ignatowski, Architectural Advisory Committee Chair 
 
 
 
David Dunning: Okay it is a little after two, the only ones missing right at this moment are Jim Ignatowski 
& Ron Brand and I do expect Ron to show up I am not sure about Mr. Ignatowski, but Ron should be here 
in a little bit. So we have the minutes from the last meeting, did everyone get a chance to. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yes. 
 
David Dunning: Everybody got them? Any changes corrections to them. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I was fine with them.  
 
David Dunning: Okay, so we approve those. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yes. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Another good job by Dawn. 
 
David Dunning: She does a great job. So those are approved, any objections. Okay so those will be 
approved. So what I want to do today I guess is Ron is not here but we can move forward. There is a 
couple of issues with our maps still and I know we had questions from the last meeting. The maps that I 
gave you today are the latest so you want to make sure that you got those in your record where they should 
be as the latest. I don’t know that they are dated. I don’t believe that they are. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
David Dunning: The Future Land Use Map, which is Figure 5.1. This is a larger copy that is on the table 
here. There is still it is not the Zoning Map it is the Future Land Use Map. I do not believe that we have 
clearly made this the way we want this to be. There is a couple of areas that are still not correct not only 
just as what they are not today but is it really, what we want them to be in the future. If you get into, to we 
want to, do we want to do this by the sub areas on the sub area maps or do we want to try and do them on 
the big map.  
Dorothy Borgus: Maybe it would be easier on the subs, what do you think.  
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David Dunning: All right, lets these should be in order, the first one should be the Black Creek one. Do 
we want to take a look at that and see if there is anything it that, again only in the corridor which is 
outlined.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So we are looking at Sub Area 1.  
 
David Dunning: The Sub Area, which would be. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: There was one in the middle, this Chili Avenue. Okay I am looking at Sub Area 1 now is 
that what we need. 
 
David Dunning: No, I am looking at the top one, which is the Future Land Use Map. Which was basically 
the outline of the Black Creek Corridor. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, okay. 
 
David Dunning: It is labeled Black Creek on the top in the legend. Is there anything in there that anyone 
sees, again between the yellow and just the corridor itself not outside of that corridor, but in that corridor, 
itself is there anything in there that anyone sees that needs to be changed?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: The questions we had last time hopefully where addressed but we are not sure.  
 
David Dunning: That would be accurate.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I was looking for one like that from last time but I don’t see. 
 
David Dunning: I think these ones are a little new. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, new all right.  
 
David Dunning: This Black Creek Corridor one that they are calling it. Because Black Creek Corridor was 
not a specific sub area.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But now we are calling it a separate map. 
 
David Dunning: Yes.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Is Passero still doing these? 
 
David Dunning: Yes. Again, we are talking Future Land Use Map current zoning. I think if I am not 
mistaken, we are okay in that current corridor. Because basically everything is a conservation area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Why is the Pfrengle property purple?  
 
David Dunning: Because it is public property. But you are talking you are outside of the, correct me if I 
am wrong you are outside of the. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No I am not. 
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David Dunnng: Pfrengle is here. Correct that is outside of that boundary. You are looking at the Black 
Creek, this is Pfrengle, and this is Pfrengle. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Look right here in the big map. Where you see the whole parcel comes up into here and 
it touches Beaver Road and the corridor runs through it.  
 
David Dunning: It is public property it is not a conservation area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: If that is public property then why do you say that Union Station is green, that is the 
town property and it is a town park? You are differentiating between public and the town owns Pfrengle 
no.  
 
David Dunning: Yea but it is not a recreation area though. It is not a recreation area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay. 
 
David Dunning: It is just property that the town owns. It is public property. It has not been designated for 
any conservation, recreation. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Trails or anything like that.  
 
David Dunning: It is not a park it is not is just property that we own.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: But I am entitled to go slogging through it right.  
 
David Dunning: Absolutely it is public property.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay, all right no other questions. 
 
David Dunning: Anybody, we okay. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It looks okay. 
 
David Dunning: Okay, if we need to we can come back.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Those two dotted lines near the bottom there, it says Farmland Protection Are we leaving 
all those there.  
 
David Dunning: It is outside the corridor. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay.  
 
David Dunning: Yes that is on the Future Land Use Map here too Dorothy. It just, they just broke it off the 
map and copied it directly. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I see okay got you. 
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David Dunning: The next one should be the Chili Avenue corridor.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Up in the right hand corner in the top that green square what is that. Okay multiple 
residential oh okay. That is fine. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is Chili. 
 
David Dunning: Garden. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea right. Why would we put that as green? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well it’s. 
 
David Dunning: It is probably zoned. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is Future Land Use right.  
 
David Dunning: Are we going to change that. It does not necessarily mean that it is Future Land Use do 
we want to change that to some other designation so that it is not multiple residential.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Maybe not but maybe but if you keep coming down I think my question comes to these 
two little. 
 
David Dunning: Is that CVS. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No that is Booth and that is Leo Bean. 
 
David Dunning: And then there is the cemetery. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right. The cemetery stays.  
 
David Dunning: Right.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I guess my concern again is did we vary these greens again look how close recreation is 
to multiple residential. Which threw me off on that little that Chili gardens. 
 
David Dunning: It is just tough. Actually, I have Chris Levey looking at colors and seeing if he can do 
anything with them. But right now, we kind of have to deal with them as is. When they are close together, 
you can see it but when they are separated, it is a little harder to tell. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: My first inclination that was a recreation area and I thought what is that.  
 
David Dunning: Right. Too bad we can’t do those acetate overlays that you could just put an overlay over 
it, just look at it, and put another one over it. I don’t see anything alarming there.  
 
Al Hellaby: No.  
 
David Dunning: Or out of sorts. 
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Dorothy Borgus: No, I think it is okay.  
 
David Dunning: Again, we can come back to some of these if we see something at some point. We okay, 
okay Sub Area 1. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: The left hand side of Union Street prior to the tracks where the new C&M is coming in 
why is the front part of that property. 
 
David Dunning: GI? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: GI as oppose to it should all be LI. You see the swath there on there off the side of the 
road. I don’t know if that is a color overlap or.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You are talking north of the tracks and before King Road. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Pigeon holed between the tracks and Union Street. Graysick’s property Dorothy. All 
that there I believe is LI.  
 
David Dunning: You are talking about this here Paul. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yes sir.  
 
David Dunning: Along 259? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Correct. 
 
David Dunning: How it is bled into the LI. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right and it is showing me that the front swath of those properties is GI but I believe 
they are all LI.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I thought that they were.  
 
David Dunning: So between the tracks and. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: The left of 259, west of 259 between the tracks and the tracks. That narrow little strip. 
 
David Dunning: Yea.  
 
Steve Tarbell: If you look at the bottom one closer to, it is almost like there is a third color. If you just go 
down a little bit before what that road is, it goes. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh Davis Road.  
 
Steve Tarbell: Yea just right above that where it turns that orange’s color it is almost like there is a third 
color in there between the GI and the LI it is like there is another color. It looks it to me like.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is a deeper orange. 
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Steve Tarbell: Yea. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It may be a bleed or. 
 
Steve Tarbell: Yea right in there it is like there is a bleed or an additional color in there, it makes it hard to 
determine. See right here David where that up there is darker and then that is a little darker than that.  
 
David Dunning: I guess it might just be the black lines in there that just does that.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That strip is definitely is meant to be a different color than what is back from the road. 
What do you think Paul? 
 
David Dunning: I will have them look at the colors on that the shading. That LI up in the upper right hand 
corner by the northern tracks there is that right Paul. 
 
Paul Wanzenried:  I don’t think so.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You talking about between the tracks on King Road.  
 
David Dunning: No, just south of the tracks there is two little properties and a parcel that are LI.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh yea I see it on the east side.  
 
David Dunning: Should not that whole area be GI.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I believe so yea.  
 
Al Hellaby: What colors have you been using for the Fire Departments because I do not see the one over 
there on Union Street? I see a residential block.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It should be purple right. Public, semipublic and institutional right. You are right there is 
nothing there for the firehouse is there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right that is that little inverted L –shaped property.  
 
Al Hellaby: Yea where it is white.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: White it should be purple. Can we mark these up? 
 
David Dunning: Yes.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Not for nothing, I think Union Square is off a little bit.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Union Square. 
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Paul Wanzenried: Boulevard there. While I believe that this is accurate okay where the track is down 
there. Linnea Lane and all those Cornflower and that. But when you get back up to, where this property 
here and this property here that is Union Station.  
 
David Dunning: Union Square. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Union Square those are multiple residential.  
 
David Dunning: That is what it is marked mixed residential.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No see.  
 
David Dunning: It should be multiple residential right Paul 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I believe yes. Well it is the PRD up there but they are multiple residences, they are 
apartment buildings to me that is the green versus the blue.  
 
David Dunning: Okay. Anything else on that sub area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is that Iggy’s? 
 
David Dunning: Got to be. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: But is all that property conservation area.  
 
David Dunning: No, no he has a rezoning request in there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: The other thing I had brought it out at the last meeting that St. Christopher’s that it is 
white, it should be purple, and it is still white. At King and Union that should be purple.  
 
David Dunning: Oh yea. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Did some of the things we talked about get fixed.  
 
David Dunning: Do you want my opinion. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yes. 
 
David Dunning: No. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Would it be out of place for me to ask why. Didn’t he follow it up or is this just that 
Passero didn’t.  
 
David Dunning: I don’t know the answer. 
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Dorothy Borgus: Oh, Dear Lord. We sat here and went over all of these. We may find as we go through, I 
was taking notes as we went through on the individual maps before. Maybe when we get that far we are 
still going to see things that are not fixed on here if they are not fixed on the individual maps. Okay so that 
should be fixed that purple on St. Christopher’s. 
 
David Dunning; Anything else. Would that include the rectory too do you think Dorothy? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I think so. Sure would. 
 
David Dunning: So it is those two properties.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Actually, it is two; it is the whole thing here.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: But that big block is the rectory.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: And the church. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: And the church. 
 
David Dunning: The rectory is on the same property. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is all on the same property.  
 
David Dunning: So that other one is Perna’s house.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That other one is not part of it.  
 
David Dunning: Okay got it.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Because the property to the right of that is where he owns already.  
 
David Dunning: Yea got yea. Is there anything on this that other than what we have mentioned so far that 
we would want to see zoned somewhat differently? Oh yea this whole piece too is GB. Brown’s property 
the stair step along the 490 corridor. That is all GB.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Oh yea.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Where it is white.  
 
David Dunning: Yea, those two stair steps there I am calling them. Those should be GB. 
 
Steve Tarbell: Can you go back to the first map did the color code get changed for the Father’s House. Is 
that the wrong color?  
 
David Dunning: Where are you? 
 
Steve Tarbell: I am going back to the first page.  
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David Dunning: The Father’s House is not on there, I mean it is but. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is but it is not a part of that corridor. 
 
David Dunning: Right.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: We will get to that I think that. 
 
David Dunning: It actually did because the PNOD is finally on this it is correct.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I had a note on here that Pete’s Tree Farm was wrong. Is that on here?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: No not on this corridor. Not on this sub area map. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay. 
 
David Dunning: Why does it say multiple residential and mixed residential for Mayflower.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, because of the two blues.  
 
David Dunning: Yes, well one is green and one is blue. And this is what we are doing now is oh it is still 
on that same piece though isn’t it Paul.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, yea but. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well why are they not the same. You would certainly think that they would be the same.  
 
David Dunning: We should just buy the software and do this ourselves. Is there anything else in there?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Is Paul checking that, why they are different I don’t know.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I am going to find out. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You are going to check that out. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I will have an answer before the end of the meeting.  
 
David Dunning: I will just make a note of that. We have what appears to be Shelter Creek perhaps it looks 
like it is GB correct Union Street near Buffalo Road south of Buffalo Road there. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: The red. 
 
David Dunning: The red, I am assuming that is Shelter Creek. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would think.  
 
David Dunning: Do we, the rest of that property is zoned currently residential. Going from there up until 
the gas station, I am assuming. So Nagel’s property right isn’t that mostly Nagel’s property. 
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Paul Wanzenried: Yea. 
 
David Dunning: Do we as a Future Land Use do we want that to remain residential. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would not think that we would. 
 
David Dunning: No, okay. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: We would want it either. 
 
David Dunning: General Business? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: General Business yea. 
 
David Dunning: Because there is that one house there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right. 
 
David Dunning: There is only the one house there. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is it. 
 
David Dunning: Where the suddenly ten folks live there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would think that we would want that to be. 
 
David Dunning: So do we want that stretched to become GB. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yes. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would say so.  
 
David Dunning: For Future Land Use. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right.  
 
David Dunning: Anything else. Can I also make another recommendation I believe we have our 
Community Center, the school on Buffalo Road identified as recreation area. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: The green. 
 
David Dunning: While it is today but for Future Land Use purposes wouldn’t we want that to be GB also. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: GB too definitely. I agree that is my opinion anyway.  
 
David Dunning: Anybody else.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Agreed.  
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Dorothy Borgus: Most of the problems here seem to be in the North Chili area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The Future Land Use seems to be traveling along Buffalo Road to be GB on the south 
side across from Roberts Wesleyan as you travel; you see how that GB district goes all the way to 
Westside.  
 
David Dunning: All this here, yea. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea okay. So if that is the case why aren’t the entire properties colored.  
 
David Dunning: What do you mean? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Is there white. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: There is white left.  
 
David Dunning: White down in here do you mean.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: See what I am saying, yea. You see how that. You are certainly not going to rezone it 
just so that the front you know. 
 
David Dunning: Right.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The hundred yards or hundred feet are. 
 
David Dunning: Right.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Those whole properties should be colored in.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Which one is that now Paul you are talking about? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: You see those right where you are. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, go up into North Chili where Roberts Wesleyan is. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay, all right, okay. Where do you think it should be? 
 
David Dunning: Well they did not fill in the entire property. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, up here okay. 
 
David Dunning: It appears that they just did the frontages.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea.  
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Dorothy Borgus: Okay so this whole thing should be. 
 
David Dunning: The whole piece of property should be and not just the front of the property.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Should all be red.  
 
David Dunning: Going back to College Green and Mayflower. I think that other one is Orchard Street 
right. That little one.  
 
Al Hellaby: That short one right.  
 
David Dunning: Okay do we have others like that. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I am wondering.  
 
David Dunning: I am going to guess yes. It is even the little corner down by the expressway and 259 on 
the west side there is that triangle that is still white. Is that accurate. Is that residential right there?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is that Jimmy’s oh no.  
 
David Dunning: That is still residential there that is where the house is right there on the corner. Is that 
supposed to be residential? See that little corner right there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea but this is the Future Land Use then see this is Gilmore’s property all this is 
Gilmore so this all goes to red.  
 
David Dunning: What does this? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea. 
 
David Dunning: Because? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well there again that property goes out to here see right here.  
 
David Dunning: Oh, this is not a property line right there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is not a property line. That is just a color line. 
 
David Dunning: Okay.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: And I can’t help but think that see how that sliver is there.  
 
David Dunnng: That little triangle sliver. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No that runs all the way along. Is that some sort of a right away or something.  
 
David Dunning: Oh, I don’t know. 
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Dorothy Borgus: That little sliver right in the corner.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: But that connects along all the way to a sliver it looks like a sliver of property along 
490, so I am wondering if that is not a right of way for the state or something.  
 
David Dunning: Could be. I guess the other question I would have with that then too is that the salt barn 
for the state that sits up there on 490. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That should be purple. 
 
David Dunning: Shouldn’t that be yea. That is to the north side correct or no. It is the south side of the 
expressway.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So maybe it is off this map. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is this piece right here and directly across from it that square is the cemetery. That 
should be purple. But again, we are outside the we must note that is outside the boundaries that we are 
talking about.  
 
David Dunning: Yea you are right. I am going to write it down so I don’t forget.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: And then the salt barn should be. 
 
David Dunning: Probably public, semipublic, and institutional. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: But it is white though.  
 
David Dunning: It is white now. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: This should be purple. 
 
David Dunning; Yea. But he is right it is outside of our scope of this conversation. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well we don’t want to forget this then.  
 
David Dunning: I wont I marked it down.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: What would a PUD be? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: A what? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: A Planned Unit Development. What do you consider that? Mixed residential or 
residential multiple. 
 
David Dunning: Where are you getting that?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Your answer to Freedom Pond. 
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David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Freedom Pond is a PUD. 
 
David Dunning: Planned Unit Development.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Planned Unit Development. Residential mixed or residential multiple.  
 
David Dunning: It is PUD it is a specific zone.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I have no PUD here.  
 
David Dunning: I see that.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: From a Future Land Use, though that is the same thing.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: To answer your question regarding those two, GI.  
 
David Dunning: That is what I thought I will mark it down. Is all of Mayflower PUD? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No not Mayflower, Freedom Pond.  
 
David Dunning: I was not asking about Freedom Pond before then.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I thought that we were comparing Freedom Pond to. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: We were. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: If you ask me, they are all the same. For the purposes of this map, they are no different.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Mayflower is RM, which is multiple residences.  
 
David Dunning: But doesn’t the blue that one blue square correct me if I am wrong this one right here 
Paul. Isn’t this where the new section of Mayflower is going.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, the new section of Mayflower is going right here. 
 
David Dunning: Staying right in here, all right I am good. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: This is watchtower stub right there and I believe I thought Roberts Wesleyan owned 
these two parcels. 
 
David Dunning: They could.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I am just wondering if that one that is across from Roberts that is white now should not 
be purple as well. Don’t they own that?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Across from Roberts where. 
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David Dunning: On the west side? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yes.  
 
David Dunning: I think that they own most of that property don’t they. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: They own that right down to a Springflower.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Don’t they own that whole side of the street.  
 
David Dunning: I think that they do now. But I don’t know that for a fact.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: All the way down to Springflower don’t they own that. Across from the school. 
 
David Dunning: I think you are right.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well I certainly know that they own these I know that.  
 
David Dunning: This is College Green correct.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: A Freedom Pond and College Green. 
 
David Dunning: Freedom Pond and College Green so the ponds out in front is not depicted here at all.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
David Dunning: Right?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is it is, it is right there.  
 
David Dunning: Oh, that is so close in color yea I do.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea, yea it is there. 
 
David Dunning: So, part of this property is owned by Fallone. I am not sure which one, but I am not sure 
but I think that we are saying that yea but where is the Dean’s house for Roberts. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right and it sits on that hill and it is. 
 
David Dunning: I don’t know which property that is.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But there is no purple on that side of the road regardless. 
 
David Dunning: Right.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: There should be purple there.  
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Paul Wanzenried: I want to say this is the Dean’s property right there.  
 
David Dunning: Probably. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: And it is white right and it should be purple. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Correct, because this little rectangle here they had a house there and they tore it down 
they own that too. 
 
David Dunning: Okay so we have some changes in this section to be made. Sub Area 1 is a mess. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is. It is a mess, so we are just checking on what those two colors are between Freedom 
Pond and Mayflower. We are going to check on it. 
 
David Dunning: Yea I am not sure and it may go back there I don’t know.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay. 
 
David Dunning: Anything else that you see on Sub Area 1?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: No. 
 
David Dunning: Dorothy? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No, but I think probably we are going to have to take another look at this to make sure 
that when we get this fixed that it is right.  
 
David Dunning: I think you are right too.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is going to be more than a two try or a one-try attempt.  
 
David Dunning: Sub Area 2. That one section there which is the cemetery right. Which was over on the 
other map.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yep. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: How about um, St. Fechan’s cemetery over there on Chestnut Ridge Road, it would be 
on St. Pius property but where that is, it should be purple. 
 
David Dunning: What is that? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: The cemetery St. Pius’s cemetery up over use to be St. Fechan’s. 
 
David Dunning: Oh, up over on Chestnut. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea. 
 
David Dunning: Is that the purple that. 
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Paul Wanzenried: That is the one across from Golden Road. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Good catch Dorothy.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is not right. 
 
David Dunning: I am trying to see that one.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is right across from Golden Road.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is right there, those two large. 
 
David Dunning: These? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yep. 
 
David Dunning: The property across the street from Town Hall her. Did we not rezone that?  
 
Al Hellaby: Where they were going to put the, I don’t recall if we ever did that.  
 
Dorothy Bogus: For the Alzheimer’s. 
 
David Dunning: I thought we rezoned that.  
 
Al Hellaby: I don’t remember now.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Whatever happened to that project? 
 
David Dunning: They sold, Mark IV sold the whole everything. The Legacy’s are no longer owned by 
them they are now owned by a company called Watermark now. They bought all the Legacy’s and we do 
not know if they own this property, too I have never been able to get a straight answer from Mark IV or 
Watermark. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: The idea is not gone then, well then who knows. 
 
David Dunning: I would say I don’t know. It is not moving forward at this point I can tell you that. Then 
there is the um, vet Chili Animal Hospital what is that, is it residential? Should it stay residential? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It should not be.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: You would never know where it is anyhow it is under the word Chili Ave.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is probably not a place that I am going to frequent again, it is a whole other ball 
game up there.  
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Paul Wanzenried: I have to go back we have to back track a little bit. These two properties. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: What are we talking about, what map are we on. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Go back to Sub Area 1 Dorothy. They are LI; Passero does have that right the map is 
correct.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: On that little strip. 
 
David Dunning: No, the two properties just at the corner of the tracks and Union Street to the south 
corner, southeast corner there is two little lots. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: See the color there, those are correct.  
 
David Dunning: That is what they are today.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But do we want that to be. 
 
David Dunning: Is that the fire department’s property? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No. That is a house and that is an auto place there it is off the loop road. You are on the 
south side of the tracks. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: For future though wouldn’t we want that to be all the same.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well, this is wrong because this is all GI. Whereas Graysic’s property and the Black 
Creek proposal was that is all GI according to our map now see purple is GI, dots is LI.  
 
David Dunning: That is Daley’s stuff now right. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yes.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Back to those two little pieces for the future wouldn’t you want that all the same. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: GI, yea you know what I don’t know as if it. 
 
Steve Tarbell: It would make much of a difference. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It really isn’t, you can for consistency but I don’t know what you are going to put in 
there small properties. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea, not a good location. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Not a good location because you are on a loop road. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That loop road and you are right up against the tracks.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: You are not going to have a heck of a lot. 
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David Dunning: Okay.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Until C&M redoes it.  
 
David Dunning: So I will go back to that property across the street here. Can you ask her about that the 
property that Mark IV was trying to develop. Back to Sub Area 2. 
 
Steve Tarbell: I just have a quick question back where the Urgent Care and stuff am I looking at this color 
right are those commercial general business color coded right or am I just looking at the wrong color. Is 
that where the Urgent Care and the little 7-Eleven, pizza place is in there.  
 
David Dunning: Down further, down here. 
 
Steve Tarbell: Yea. 
 
David Dunning: Yea the corner would be reds that is correct; you have your little car. 
 
Steve Tarbell: That is color coded right. 
 
David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Steve Tarbell: It is hard to compare the colors. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is commercial. 
 
David Dunning: You have the Urgent Care, then you have the convenient market and then you have the 
insurance company on the other side of the road, and some other things there. Then those three on the 
corner was once a hairdresser or a hair salon or something.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: On Fenton? 
 
David Dunning: Yea, on Fenton there, that is probably accurate. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is probably accurate. 
 
Steve Tarbell: The color didn’t kind of did not match, it is hard to get the colors though. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Now, you come west from there is I am trying to think of why that is red.  
 
David Dunning: Where? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: West from where? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: West from Fenton and just move up. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I am coming from Chestnut Ridge. 
 
David Dunning: What are you looking at? 
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Dorothy Borgus: Well I am on Chili Avenue, do we want that red. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is the Urgent Care. 
 
David Dunning: No, that is up here. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is up farther.  
 
David Dunning: That is up at Chestnut Ridge. You come down further. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You are coming down further west, why is that red. 
 
Al Hellaby: That is the Mobil Station.  
 
David Dunning: 386 is Chili Center, Coldwater, you have Rice’s you have Nick’s behind it. Across the 
street, you have Kmart. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay.  
 
David Dunning: Then the other side is Walgreens.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Grenell Drive. 
 
David Dunning: Grenell, why is that side of Grenell GB? Really? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: The east side of Grenell, I am not quite sure why that is GB. Okay across the street is an 
R1-20. 
 
Steve Tarbell: One other thing before I forget going on Chili Avenue going east is there should there be a 
fire station down there. Is there something coded for that. 
 
David Dunning: That is at Chestnut and that is not marked on here either.  
 
Steve Tarbell: Where the fire hall is down there on Chili Avenue. It is passed the Urgent Care right.  
 
David Dunning: Yes.  
 
Steve Tarbell: It is not in there is it? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
David Dunning: No.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I wonder if any of the firehouses are on these maps. I mean this is two we found now. 
 
David Dunning: Well this one is, right. Yea the other one is, Company 1.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is it. 
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David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Because it made the whole south side of the road purple.  
 
David Dunning: I don’t know about well that is out of this area, this sub area. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It made Colombini’s, they made the gas station, they made Mavis, they made Kwik Fill, 
the Maple Office Building and Whele’s are all currently purple. 
 
David Dunning: Huh. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I hope we did not pay much to get this done. 
 
David Dunning: This is the fire department. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: This is the fire department that is Whele’s. 
 
David Dunning: Yea that is all the little. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is Colombini’s. 
 
David Dunning: That is all GB right. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is all GB. 
 
David Dunning: But that is all on another sub area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is on another sub area.  
 
David Dunning: I get to that when we get to that one.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: As long as you don’t forget these. 
 
David Dunning: Hi Ron, we have a lot of changes, a lot and we are only on Sub Area 2. And I am on the 
second page.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So we are saying that okay Paul says it is in another area.  
 
David Dunning: Yea it is in another sub area. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I have question. The water tower. 
 
David Dunning: On Brasser? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right, well not really. Actually, the water tower is off Chestnut Ridge, to access it you 
go off Chestnut Ridge  
 
David Dunning: But it is the one you see at the end of Brasser. 
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Paul Wanzenried: It is the one you see at the end of Brasser. 
 
David Dunning: Okay yea what about it. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Should it not be, what should that be?  
 
David Dunning: Who owns it is it our property. Who owns it? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Don’t know. 
 
Al Hellaby: I think the Monroe County Water Authority.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I would say the water authority. But that is not a public. 
 
David Dunning: Sure it is.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is it.  
 
David Dunning: Well it would be public, semipublic or institutional.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Again, it is outside the area but just to bring up we still ended up with a striped property 
it is just outside the lines but again we have no code here for the red and white striped. 
 
David Dunning: The PNOD? That is the PNOD. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, it is I just I take that back sorry. 
 
David Dunning: However.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The Father’s House. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Shouldn’t that go all the way over to Archer. 
 
David Dunning: Oh wait; I do not understand the second property line. Something is not right. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: We had that issue before.  
 
David Dunning: Oh that is right The Father’s House owns this piece right here. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Is that right. 
 
David Dunning: Yes. 
 
Steve Tarbell: I have in my notes that says the extra property line remove by Father’s House, that we 
should remove it.  
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David Dunning: No. That is a property line there that is.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: The Father’s House that got done that was on my notes too. 
 
Ron Brand: What you are referring to is previously the drawing there was a line parallel to Archer on the 
set back. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Correct. 
 
Ron Brand: That is just a glitch that the computer, you know these computers are great but you feel like 
they only will do what you tell them to do. 
 
David Dunning: So all those properties along Beahaan Road to the east side those are public, semipublic 
or institutional.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Where are you? 
 
David Dunning: All the residential properties. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Oh Beahan? 
 
David Dunning; On Beahan to the east side of the road. Up in that upper corner. All this right here.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Isn’t that the area we wanted to change? 
 
David Dunning: That is the area that is rural agricultural. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: RAO-20. 
 
David Dunning: Yea. But do we want to change that to public, semipublic I mean the Future Land Use 
would that be more advantageous there because they are probably not going to allow too much else there. 
I don’t have a problem with leaving it that way as a Future Land Use. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I think you are doing LI but LI or GI that would make it cohesive. Follow us Dorothy? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is good thinking. 
 
Ron Brand: It is all LI on the west side of Beahan.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That makes sense. 
 
Ron Brand: I am not sure why you would want to focus on the concentration off the end of the runway. So 
I agree with you David that ought to be Limited Industrial as it falls in there. 
 
David Dunning: I will mark it down, so all those residential lot lines should change to LI and the rest of 
that is the airport right.  
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Dorothy Borgus: Um, okay I just thought of something else here. Something totally different. On Fisher 
Road the church down there with the minorities. 
 
David Dunning: The mosque.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Where is that on here, that is not on here on Fisher Road. 
 
David Dunning: Oh. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea it is in the LI.  
 
David Dunning: But it should be. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Shouldn’t it be purple? 
 
David Dunning: They are actually working on it we should give them some credit.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is on Fisher right. 
 
David Dunning: No that is on Beahan.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But it is not purple. 
 
David Dunning: Correct.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is not purple. Actually, it is three lots that should be purple. 
 
David Dunning: Nor is the former party house. Those should be public, semipublic and institutional. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right, that should be purple. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: On Paul Road, you see where the Carriage House is. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That should be purple too right.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is Church Radiant now, it is shown as red. But the two little triangles that are 
encompassed in red are wrong too. I don’t think the church owns those. 
 
David Dunning: They do.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: They do. 
 
David Dunning: Yes.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Really? 
 
David Dunning: Yes. They did not sell the houses separate it was all a part of the same package. I believe 
that they were renting them out.  
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Paul Wanzenried: Because the one that is angled house there and then, that other one that sets back in the 
woods yea. 
 
David Dunning: The little ranch. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea. Those are a part of the parcel. 
 
David Dunning: Yes, I believe so. But, is that supposed to be GB or is it public because it is the church.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is the church.  
 
Ron Brand: It use to be GB. So all three of those should be. 
 
David Dunning: Actually, it did not use to be GB.  
 
Ron Brand: Well that is right.  
 
David Dunning: They were residential they were working under a special use permit or something as a 
restaurant if you will.  
 
Ron Brand: So those three should be purple. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: To be consistent yea until Shane decides that he is not going to. 
 
David Dunning: He has moved, he is gone he is California. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: He is gone. 
 
David Dunning: Oh yea him and his wife moved to California. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Whoever is running the Church Radiant then. 
 
David Dunning: I have no idea who is doing that anymore. Shane and Kelly moved they went out west.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: After they got all that going. 
 
David Dunning: They made her and offer that she could not refuse I guess. She is working at some college 
out there now.  
 
Al Hellaby: That little hair dresser down by the dentist office is that GB as well, I think it sits right next 
door to the dentist.  
 
David Dunning: Oh yea good point. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Creations? 
 
David Dunning: Creations. 
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Al Hellaby: It is right next to the dentist down there on Chili Avenue.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: She is GB. 
 
David Dunning: Yea that is GB. That is all GB in there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is all GB in there. 
 
Al Hellaby: No down here next to that one right here. That is the dentist I believe isn’t it.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Where are you? 
 
Al Hellaby: What is this red spot here?  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea that is the dentist that is O’Shea.  
 
Al Hellaby: Where is the hairdresser, on the west side of that?  
 
David Dunning: Right here. That is the hairdresser. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No Al is down here.  
 
David Dunning: Oh, you are down there. What hairdresser is down there?  
 
Al Hellaby: It is a little hole in the wall I mean but it is a storefront.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is at the end of Pixley.  
 
David Dunning: No, it is further west of that.  
 
Al Hellaby: It is across from the apartments down there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, I know where you mean. It is a small place. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Before you get to Chili Gardens.  
 
Al Hellaby: It is right next door to Lowell’s old building right there that O’Shea is operating out of now.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right.  
 
David Dunning: Well those are Future Land Use wise because those are single family houses that they 
have converted into you have the dentist over there and you have her then right.  
 
Al Hellaby: Right. 
 
David Dunning: So then wouldn’t we want to retain those as residential for Future Land Use. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would think. 
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David Dunning: And not business. The zoning may be different today but and allowed differently but 
wouldn’t we want to. 
 
Al Hellaby: Right. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It would be nice if all that was just residential there and not. 
 
David Dunning: Yea it would be kind of spotty to make that GB I would think. And we have done enough 
of that spotty stuff here.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Maybe that should stay white.  
 
David Dunning: CVS. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: So the one that Al is talking about we should probably go back to white on. 
 
David Dunning: It is white.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, okay. 
 
Al Hellaby: It is white.  
 
David Dunning: The only thing down there pretty much is CVS and then the gas station and Leo Bean. 
 
Ron Brand: So you are saying it as shown there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Um, none of the fire halls have been shown except Company One.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: We are not finding firehouses. Chestnut Ridge firehouse is not on there.  
 
David Dunning: Anything else right now on Sub Area 2? We can come back.  
 
Steve Tarbell: What is the one piece of property on Paul Road that is the Limited Industrial with the 
ADATOD? 
 
David Dunning: The ADATOD that is Kamco.  
 
Steve Tarbell: That is the farthest one. 
 
David Dunning: Oh, that is Conway. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Conway or Kenworth something like that I think it is Conway. 
 
David Dunning: Conway down there, that is correct and accurate. So are the other three that are a little 
farther up and is the Trade Court area.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right.  
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David Dunning: Oh, wait a minute speaking of Trade Court isn’t that. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is Kamco. 
 
David Dunning: I know that is Kamco, where is Lifetime Assistance? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is across the street.  
 
David Dunning: From Kamco? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea.  
 
David Dunning: And that is? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: LI.  
 
David Dunning: Okay. The Lifetime Assistance is LI. Okay all right do we want to try to move over to 
three. Sub Area 3, this one should be pretty easy.  
 
Ron Brand: Yea they are showing the Greenway Trail correct on this. 
 
Al Hellaby: Correct. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: We were going to double check on the Greenway route is that right.  
 
David Dunning: It appears to be accurate looking at this. 
 
Al Hellaby: It does now. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Did it get fixed.  
 
David Dunning: It is hard to see because you have 383 that kind of goes over the top of it but you see the 
green line coming along the west side of 383 in front of Metalico and some of those other places that is 
accurate. They did put that in.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: But it does not follow along the tracks.  Does it? 
 
Ron Brand: Well from here on Ballantyne, it continues north to the tracks then over parallel with the 
tracks to Scottsville Road.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Then it runs right along it is right there it just is hard to see.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I do not get how you can walk from along the tracks to Scottsville Road to the 
Greenway Trail.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Because it is overgrown or because it is not like that. 
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David Dunning: No, they cleared that all out last year, they opened that up and they paved all that 
blacktop paving. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Along Scottsville Road, I do not debate that. 
 
David Dunning: Okay. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: So where do you think you could not walk. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I debate the fact that I am going to make a right as I cross the tracks and walk along the 
tracks to get to the Greenway Trail.  
 
Al Hellaby: No, you don’t you come all the way down to Ballantyne.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: He is along the edge of the road.  
 
David Dunning: You come up to Ballantyne. 
 
Ron Brand: There is an existing section of that trail. 
 
Al Hellaby: Oh, I see what you are saying. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right there. That leads me to believe that I am walking along the tracks to pick that 
Greenway up there.  
 
Al Hellaby: That should come down to here and down. Because otherwise, you have to walk over the 
railroad bridge back there and I know that they won’t let you do that. That is an active bridge.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Thank you. 
 
David Dunning: So you are saying this section here is not Greenway Trail. This part here.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: This part here isn’t, this part leads you to believe see how the green comes down here. 
 
David Dunning: Right. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: And then it makes a left at the tracks the green should come all the way down to 
Ballantyne and come across Ballantyne. 
 
Al Hellaby: Right. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Because it takes you around the ARC, no it comes all the way down Ballantyne to catch 
the Greenway Trail.  
 
Ron Brand: Paul why is this section here. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Because the Greenway Trail I don’t debate this Ron, I debate this. If you read the map 
you see the green coming down here right. 
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Ron Brand: Yep. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well the green takes a right at the tracks and that is inaccurate. You have to go all the 
way down to Ballantyne Road, catch Ballantyne Road and come back.  
 
Al Hellaby: But wait a minute, if I am on Ballantyne and I am on that Greenway if I look north the 
Greenway goes up that way I don’t know what you are going to run into up there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: You can go north. It might just dead end at the tracks.  
 
Al Hellaby: It might I guess. They actually have it designated to come all the way down Ballantyne and 
Scottsville and then Ballantyne to get back on it. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea you are not making a right and going along the tracks. Because there is nothing 
there. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yea right. 
 
Ron Brand: You did get that DEC boat launch in there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I don’t see that being fixed either. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is in there. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I had a note from last time here that the townhouses should be PNOD add legend with 
stripping. What am I thinking; I don’t see stripping on here so evidently it did not happen whatever it was 
we wanted. 
 
Ron Brand: Not in this sub area. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Not in this sub area. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Not in this sub area, oh I had it as four, oh, we were looking at three I am sorry. Okay I 
have a note here Terry Tree should be pink.  
 
Ron Brand: It is.  
 
David Dunning: Interesting. According to this the direction put on here for the Greenway from here to 
here is actually proposed but the current one comes up to Ballantyne Road hangs a right on Ballantyne and 
a left on Scottsville.  
 
Al Hellaby: Right. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: So this the future that we are looking at so. 
 
David Dunning: It is proposed see the black line that is what is proposed. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I am not debating that.  
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Al Hellaby: I don’t think that they will ever fund it to do it though. 
 
David Dunning: Probably not. I take it back that is a closure so they closed that. Then it is not proposed so 
then the other way is correct so that needs to get fixed according to the Greenway’s map.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Terry Tree falls out of this sub area.  
 
David Dunning: Yes.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I am still looking at pink so down here so that makes me feel better. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I don’t even understand why they are pink.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea why would they be pink? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Why do we even have a pink?  
 
David Dunning: Rural residential. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Rural residential why is that rural residential. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Show me rural residential in the code.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well Terry Tree should not be pink. What color should that be down there of course as 
you say it is out of this area maybe we better worry about it when we get to a different map. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It probably should be what it is zoned.  
 
Al Hellaby: Makes sense. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I am just throwing that out there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So as far as this sub area goes is this correct is this good the way it is. 
 
David Dunning: This is Terry Tree. This is. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is the farm field Curtis place. Because that pink is Curtis’s place.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right but you see why is Terry Tree pink. 
 
David Dunning: Why is this pink? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Why is any of that pink? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Should it be? What would you like it? 
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Paul Wanzenried: This tan color that is all south of Beaver Road. 
 
David Dunning: Yea we have to talk about that.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: This is right, this is right, this is right, this is right, this is right, the rest of this hoot n  
annie, brown. We don’t have pink.  
 
Ron Brand: So anything on here that is pink ought to be brown.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well then, explain to me on here Ron why you have some that are brown and some that 
are pink. What delineates a pink from a brown?  
 
Ron Brand: The brown is the agricultural the fields. The farming operations.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay. 
 
Ron Brand: And the red is individual homes along the frontages of the highways and they are rural.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay.  
 
David Dunning: However based on. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: These are wrong because these are all houses to the north side of Humphrey Road. That 
is wrong, there is a house there, I believe this is Mr. Hellaby’s house and I know he is not farming it. Then 
there is the parents place they are not farming that. 
 
David Dunning: This make this a little easier maybe based on the changes that we are making to the AC 
District for the code changes would it not behoove us to take, get rid of all this pink and change all that 
pink to Agriculture Conservation because we are making provisions for residential dwellings in that code. 
So it would not affect anyone that has a residence on there but make it all Agriculture Conservation 
District and be done with it.  
 
Ron Brand: That is the simplest way.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is the future use anyhow.  
 
David Dunning: Except for up in here. Because some of this is town property. The town owns about 
ninety acres in here. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea and that is the conservation area.  
 
David Dunning: Part of this is the Brookdale Preserve correct. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right because it comes off Brook Road right by the tracks, which is right there.  
 
David Dunning: I would have to get our map out to look at what we own. But the town owns and there is 
no delineation on this particular map for what the town owns. Anyway, we will get to that when we get to 
that I guess. Let’s go back to Sub Area #3, anything else on Sub Area 3? 
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Ron Brand: All this down here is going to be. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Where Terry Tree is and beyond. 
 
Ron Brand: Agriculture Conservation. 
 
David Dunning: Should Be. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: We are going to. 
 
David Dunning: That is another Sub Area; the problem lies Ron on the stuff north of the sub area line 
there the pink. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That little triangle.  
 
David Dunning: That cuts across several property lines there that should probably go to the I don’t know. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is where the pipeline and everything goes right thru there. 
 
David Dunning: Right now, it is listed as Conservation Area right. 
 
Ron Brand: The pipeline is to the west. There are some single-family homes there if I am remembering. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: On the bend.  
 
Ron Brand: Yea on the west side, that should be white.  
 
David Dunning: Should it? Future Land Use but just because they are there now does not mean that is 
what we want that land to stay.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea I don’t see the future of it going to conservation area.  
 
David Dunning: I am just saying if you want to put it out as residential, put it out as residential that is fine.  
 
Ron Brand: What about the pink areas on the south side of the, oh that is outside of the boundaries.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: But they too will change also. Some of those are white and a lot of those over there are 
paper streets too.  
 
Ron Brand: Yep. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is amazing when you think of the streets they thought were going to be there.  
 
David Dunning: Anything else on three? Sub Area 4. The property at the corner of Archer and Beaver that 
triangle. That is currently Restricted Business. It is shown here as Limited Industrial I am not sure that we 
want that as LI.  
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Dorothy Borgus: I would not think that we would want that as LI.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I think that we wanted that property to the north of it and all those properties and then 
the large piece behind it to the tracks I think that should go I think the Future Land Use should be 
residential.  
 
David Dunning: I agree.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is tan now right.  
 
David Dunning: So everything north, yea it is shown as Limited Industrial. You have the area marked, 
shouldn’t I tend to agree that should go residential.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So we are going to go to white.  
 
Ron Brand: Then everything up in here is white.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yes.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But the point there I don’t think you want that as Limited Industrial on the point right.  
 
David Dunning: On that triangle, I would not think so. Again, it is zoned Restricted Business right now or 
Neighborhood Business one of the two. I don’t have as much problem with that as. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I don’t think you want that as Limited Industrial. 
 
David Dunning: No, because it could not be. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: So we are going to make this GB. 
 
David Dunning: What the triangle?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: The triangle, what do you want the triangle to be. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Restricted Business. 
 
David Dunning: Keep it as RB.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: You know that brings a point we probably want to, this is a Future Land Use correct? 
 
David Dunning: Correct. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay. All the existing residential properties are white, how do I know a white from a 
white.  
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David Dunning: It is not a zoning map it does not matter. What would happen if someone comes in with 
an application for a rezoning? We will use this case; this piece of property is owned by Armando Capuano 
and Rich Coyoa. So Armando comes in and says we want to build some single-family houses over here 
and we go back to the Future Land Use Map and the Comprehensive Plan and say you know what it is 
recommended in there to rezone it. It is shown as white so we recommended that to be white it is not the 
zoning map it is just a recommendation for the future of that land.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay. 
 
David Dunning: Okay. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is fine I was just thinking maybe we wanted to make residential another color.  
 
David Dunning: No because you still you are just showing what you want it to look like in the future not 
what it is today.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Very well, okay. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: So I am still hung up on the triangle piece, what do you want to do with that? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yellow.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Not, it is GI now right. 
 
David Dunning: Right it should be yellow.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: And you want it to be Limited. 
 
David Dunning: Restricted Business. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Restricted Business that is good for that.  
 
David Dunning: Yea you could put something an office or something that is a good spot for that.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea that is fine.  
 
David Dunning: Houses will not work. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
David Dunning: Not on that triangle.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: No, okay. 
 
David Dunning: Then correct me if I am wrong but the church the Living Waters or whatever it is now is 
not showing on this. Oh, that is not on this map sorry.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Why is that purple.  
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David Dunning: What is that Dorothy? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well you have the apartments here and then see that little purple down there in the point.  
 
David Dunning: No. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right here why is this purple.  
 
David Dunning: Oh. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Why is that purple.  
 
David Dunning: That is next to Blueberry. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
 
David Dunning: Actually, I think that whole thing should be purple because the town owns that piece.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, the town owns that. 
 
David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, I did not know that.  
 
David Dunning: Yea but that little green in between them should be I believe should be part of the same 
parcel that is where Town Hall is. That is Town Hall and it extends back all the way along the road, all 
this is town property. So, that green should be purple. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: The green should not be there. 
 
Al Hellaby: It was back in the floodplain probably that is why it got labeled that way.  
 
David Dunning: And then we have the businesses up there the graphic place, the insurance, and all that 
other stuff that is an issue, Paul that should be what GB or is that RB? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: GB.  
 
David Dunning: GB. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea.  
 
Ron Brand: All this area in here is all. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Where are you? No, no. The west side of Grenell Drive should be white; I don’t know 
why we put it red, well Future Land Use.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea. It is not what it is it is what. 
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Ron Brand: So are we going to go with white there. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I am just looking why is this green.  
 
David Dunning: Where are we talking about I am sorry. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: East side of Grenell Drive.  
 
Ron Brand: No, it is the west side. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, it is the east.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: He is talking about the west though because there are houses there.  
 
David Dunning: Why are we talking about Grenell? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Because Ron asked that question. 
 
David Dunning: He is not on the right map.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well he is. No, he is outside of it.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is in here; oh, I see what you are saying.  
 
Ron Brand: But it does not show.  
 
David Dunning: No it is showing, this little one is Piket was the former that does not exist anymore. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Then the first curve is Grenell. 
 
David Dunning: No, that can’t be the second curve is Grenell so what is that other little road.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea these two things should not be there.  
 
David Dunning: These two roads should not be there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea because I am looking at that white line that goes from Chili Avenue to Beaver, 
where did that road. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Someone’s wishful thinking on that egress into Walgreens should have been. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea I think so. There is no road there is there? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is where Walgreens should have been but.  
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David Dunning: But as far as if we go back if that is Grenell here, which is likely because of the way you 
come out of Wegmans and come up that looks like it is appropriate I don’t have a problem with that being 
Future Land Use GB.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, I agree with that then.  
 
Ron Brand: So we are going to leave it.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Leave it.  
 
Ron Brand: We are leaving that white there.  
 
David Dunning: You have to get rid of those two little white strips they don’t exist there is no road there. 
Oh well.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well there is no road between. 
 
David Dunning: Wait what is that little no that is down here sorry that is after Archer.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: There is a road that comes out from Blueberry, not Blueberry. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Greenwood. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea. It is the one that kind of meanders close to the red block. It is called Lawanda 
something or another. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: And that is the road. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yes mam. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: A named road. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is unfinished but it is a named road.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, okay. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: This is all purple because it is ours. 
 
David Dunning: Correct. But it is interesting that this is not, this is a recreation area but this is public, 
semipublic or institutional.  
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Paul Wanzenried: Exactly my question should it not be green going all the way across Archer because that 
is our intent to develop it, this is the Future Land Use. The Future Land Use of that property will be green.  
 
David Dunning: Yea you are right. You are absolutely right so all that purple. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Which purple? 
 
David Dunning: All the purple from the Memorial Park Dorothy where the Old Town Hall is go all the 
way, across where all the purple is there if you go to your right to the east. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: To Archer. 
 
David Dunning: All the way out to Archer Road. All that except for the Father’s House property all that 
should be green. Future Land Use that will all be recreational.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is true, that is true.  
 
David Dunning: Good catch Paul.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: The whole thing there right down to the tracks.  
 
Ron Brand: And that goes all the way over to Archer.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: We own it and that is going to be the Community Center. 
 
David Dunning: Community Center is going in on part of this and then the other is going to be a park. Not 
designated as such yet but it will.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But the Father’s House on. 
 
David Dunning: North side is fine. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Is still fine, we come across to the back of the Father’s House.  
 
Ron Brand: So that recreational area is here, goes all the way over to here. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is correct.  
 
Too many speaking at once inaudible.  
 
David Dunning: Anything else anybody see anything else on this? The only thing I will add it is not 
showing on this map and I am not sure where that sub area is but if you were the west, southwest of the 
property line boundary there is another one of those little conservation areas tucked in over there. Right 
here.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Up here? 
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David Dunning: Go down a little bit Dorothy go straight down, go down just a little bit more, go to your 
left right there. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay, right there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Those are two residential properties.  
 
David Dunning: Colored as a Conservation Area.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Green and they should be white.  
 
David Dunning: It is not a part of this map but.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Now I did not realize that the church on the corner of Beaver and Chili did not run all the 
way over to Chili Avenue. Is that right, see this little thing here is that right. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is Unity.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, that is Unity oh, okay all right.  
 
David Dunning: Then you have the house in there and all. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is all Restricted Business.  
 
David Dunning: Yea.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay. 
 
David Dunning: And we want to keep it that way, they tried to get General Business. All right lets go 
ahead to five.  
 
Ron Brand: So now this is the one where north of Brook Road, Humphrey you want that all Agriculture 
Conservation. 
 
David Dunning: I think so.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Are there group homes down there, I have a note here under five maybe it was just a 
conversation and maybe it does not have to do anything with five but my note says all group homes should 
be purple. Are there any in this. 
 
David Dunning: I don’t know where they all are anymore.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Maybe that was something we ought to check. 
 
David Dunning: We ought to get a list of those.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I have a list.  
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Steve Tarbell: I have that residential homes should be purple. I have that written in my notes.  
 
Ron Brand: So are there some of those. 
 
David Dunning: I don’t know if there are some in this area or not I would have to get that from Paul. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I think that it was just a general discussion that we had as we were looking at this map 
and I just wrote it down. Then I have that the nature center should be purple. Is the nature center now 
purple?  
 
David Dunning: The Chili Nature Center wouldn’t that be a recreation area.   
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
 
David Dunning: And it is marked as such. I believe. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay. 
 
Ron Brand: That is what we showed.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is what we show okay.  
 
David Dunning: All these properties they are extending into Black Creek Park.  
 
Ron Brand: With the exception of the one Stage Coach Inn there.  
 
David Dunning: That is county property right. Streeters. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Streeters Inn. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is purple that got fixed.  
 
David Dunning: That is correct but the rest of those should just be brown they should be AC right.  
 
Ron Brand: Brown or white residential, because they are residential. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: They are residential I don’t know. 
 
David Dunning: There are a lot of residential properties in these that are pink but you are basically in the 
AC Zone.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Am I not in Riga on that end of the park? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No. 
 
David Dunning: No. Not yet.  
 
Ron Brand: So then, all this pink is AC? 
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Paul Wanzenried: Yea.  
 
Ron Brand: For consistency, the pink on the other portions around the park here should be marked AC.  
 
David Dunning: And so for Future, I am sorry. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I don’t know about those.  
 
David Dunning: Around the park, I don’t know about those. But we do not have a Rural Residential Code 
right. They are not really Rural Residential.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: They should probably just be white then.  
 
David Dunning: Either Residential or AC. You may have some preexisting non-conforming lots.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: We are going to have that once we pass the new AC anyhow.  
 
David Dunning: Any thoughts?  
 
Ron Brand: Well if you are going to allow Residential in the AC district, which I heard earlier today, then 
for consistency I would take the pinks in this area here and put in the AC. 
 
David Dunning: I would say too. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay. 
 
David Dunning: The other part is we talked about this is before and I know I confused everybody but 
didn’t we say that the north Bowen Road, west of Stottle Road and south and east of the Park Place 
development that was going to go all AC. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea we did. 
 
David Dunning: We didn’t we were not going to make it Residential.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is correct. 
 
David Dunning: Residential? It is PRD now. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea it is PRD and it is staying that way. We took I guarantee you if you look back at the 
notes we took east of Stottle, south of Bowen as the cut off line. 
 
Ron Brand: But your Farmland Protection Plan said to cut back even further the PRD down there right.  
 
David Dunning: Yea because right now it is PRD, so is this area that is showing as white. Park Place is 
PRD.  
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Ron Brand: I think that it would stand out better if it was. 
 
David Dunning: That is fine to leave it white it is Residential.  
 
Ron Brand: But are you going to leave it zoned PRD? 
 
David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You don’t have a lot of choice. 
 
Ron Brand: You are not going to change it to AC. 
 
David Dunning: Not the Park Place not that sub division no.  
 
Ron Brand: No, no, no. 
 
David Dunning: I thought that we were supposed to that we were going to change that north of Bowen, 
west of Stottle to AC all the way up and get rid of that PRD.  
 
Ron Brand: That is what I thought that the Farmland Protection Plan called for. 
 
David Dunning: I believe you are right. That is my recollection.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So all this should be something else. 
 
David Dunning: That “L” everything outside of the Park Place and Union Station. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Ought to be tan? 
 
David Dunning: Ought to be AC. 
 
Steve Tarbell: That was in my notes from the last time you talked about it.  
 
Ron Brand: Okay so it is AC. 
 
David Dunning: Paul doesn’t like it.  
 
Ron Brand: So does it do it then for map number five.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Again, on Union Street pass Chili the State salt barn is not there again. We talked about 
this last time. 
 
David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Ron Brand: Oh on the south side of the ramp there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
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Al Hellaby: Correct.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That should be purple. 
 
David Dunning: Well actually isn’t that whole corner state property. 
 
Ron Brand: Yea.  
 
David Dunning: Going all the way down to Chili Avenue.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You know I am not exactly sure where Perna’s line is there. Does Perna own that corner?  
 
David Dunning: No.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: No the state does.  
 
David Dunning: I think that little kind off pull off little stoned area right there I thought that was state 
property, maybe Perna does own it because I know there was issues with that piece of property when they 
tried to widen the intersection.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So if the state owned it what was the problem? They could do anything that they wanted. 
 
David Dunning: Well maybe Perna does own it that is why I say maybe Perna does own it. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I thought Perna owned it I thought that was a big deal. 
 
David Dunning: Yea they might I know Merante owns one of them.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: He is a lot, two, or three in. 
 
David Dunning: Then you have Stenwick. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Right but that should not be red.  
 
David Dunning: What? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That corner. If the state owns it is one thing and if. 
 
David Dunning: That is correct I don’t know who owns it.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I don’t know that is not right. I mean it can’t be. I thought Perna was trying to sell it for 
commercial.  
 
Ron Brand: Can you call the Assessor and see who owns those? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Regardless the salt thing is not showing.  
 
David Dunning: I can find out. 
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Dorothy Borgus: Whatever you find out the salt barn should be purple.  
 
David Dunning: I will check on that one. 
 
David Dunning: Across from Cedars and Blueberry, I know that they are not on this section but I see that 
the multiple residential crosses over Beaver Road and into and touches that conservation area is that right. 
Or is that just some kind of a color bleed. And then again, we are looking at the church the new Living 
Waters Church, which used to be the Jehovah’s Witness should that not be purple.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
 
Ron Brand: Where do you have a Jehovah’s Witness? 
 
David Dunning: What is the matter Ron? 
 
Ron Brand: I am just trying to figure out where. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is right here.  
 
David Dunning: Where the triangle is at the corner of Archer and Beaver just south of that there is an AC 
zone in there and then there is a little lot carved out of that. That little lot carved out of that is actually 
Living Waters Church. 
 
Ron Brand: So that is purple.  
 
David Dunning: Should be purple.  
 
Al Hellaby: Is that the church or is that Phillips place? 
 
Steve Tarbell: Isn’t the church on the other side? 
 
Al Hellaby: I think that is Phillips place. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Where? 
 
David Dunning: Phillips is a bigger spot.  
 
Too many speaking at once inaudible.  
 
Steve Tarbell: There is not a church there is there? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No, I does not show. 
 
Steve Tarbell: You talking about that little square. 
 
David Dunning: You know what maybe the RD is over the top of it. Is that on Beaver Road?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I bet it is.  
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David Dunning: Is that over the top it where the church is. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I think it is. Beaver is written over the top of it.  
 
Ron Brand: There is a lot there for sale. There is a lot west of this road that comes out to Beaver that is 
Faber Homes right Paul.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea.  
 
Steve Tarbell: David you were not talking about this being the church where you. 
 
David Dunning: Yea I thought it was but it is not it is probably right here. Where the “r” is in road that is 
got to be where the church is.  
 
Steve Tarbell: Yea. David remember I told you about the house that is being built by Faber just before the 
road. 
 
David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Steve Tarbell: Is that private that is not. 
 
David Dunning: That is not Faber. That is the same person that owns that other house that is their relative.  
 
Steve Tarbell: Yea okay. That is where that little square is.  
 
David Dunning: It might be. Yea because the rest over there is lake Archer. Anything else on five, I think 
other than that we are in pretty good shape. Six? 
 
Ron Brand: Once again, Paul pink is to be AC. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is that property on Reed Road, I understand it is the conservation property that I 
question because I am not sure that they come across in that last property. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Towards the east? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: At the end of 2-6.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Bill got his place into conservation right. 
 
Al Hellaby: Not yet. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No yet, well but we are looking at future. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No guarantees so.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, then this should not be green right. 
 
David Dunning: Future Land Use. 
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Paul Wanzenried: That should be because that. 
 
Al Hellaby: The Rochester Museum and Science Center owns a big hunk of that down there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Thank you, the Genesee conservation. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No, no I am looking at Bill’s property. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Bill’s property is brown. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, okay so the one up above is the museum and it goes across Reed Road? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea. 
 
Al Hellaby: I don’t know that it goes across. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: No but it is on both sides of Reed of you look at it here. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yep. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Is that right then the way it is? 
 
Ron Brand: According to this map it is. 
 
Al Hellaby: It is a part of the old bird sanctuary down there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I guess I would question whether it crosses into that parcel. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is what I mean. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Like Krenzers, right here.  
 
Al Hellaby: That is the one that is owned by the museum. This is the other conservation one.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Because this falls this is your brother’s property there Tommy. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yep. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: And that is the horse guy’s, these are Phillip’s across from Joe that is Ed Krenzer’s old 
place, there is Joyce and Bud, who is this. 
 
Al Hellaby: It is part of the Krenzer thing but I think I would have to check the deed again but I think it 
does come across that property line.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Okay. You know what I am getting at right. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yea I see what you are saying. 
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Paul Wanzenried: It is crossing the property line but not involving the whole property just a section of it. 
Then Steele’s place there up by the thruway is that all conservation as well. 
 
Al Hellaby: It is all cattails but I don’t think it is a part of the conservation. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well, but the north of Morgan Road across from this should be that is all conservation 
too right. That is what it is telling me. I just debate property lines okay.  
 
Ron Brand: No body answered my question. 
 
David Dunning: What is the question? 
 
Ron Brand: Everything that is shown here in pink should be AC. 
 
David Dunning: Yes. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Correct.  
 
David Dunning: I think the easiest thing Ron, Rural Residential does not exist, there is no code it does not 
exist there is no such thing. So, it is either going to be changed to conservation or whatever else is 
adjacent probably to it. Depending on where you are at. Like up here this area up here in that northeast 
corner where you have a couple of pinks next to Terry Tree maybe those ought to be well they are not 
Conservation Area though are they. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, they are all AC.  
 
Ron Brand: So we are going to take Rural Residential out of the legend on all of the maps. 
 
David Dunning: It should not have been there to begin with.  
 
Ron Brand: Okay I am just. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Why not? 
 
Ron Brand: I am not debating it I am just asking clarification of it. I mean previously there was such a 
thing as Rural Residential District we did not enact anything in the plan so let’s take it out and replace it 
with the AC.  
 
David Dunning: Okay, anything else on Sub Area 6?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I am thinking on something here. 
 
Al Hellaby: That property on Scottsville Chili Road that is owned by the fire department is that still in the 
AC. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Scottsville Chili? 
 
Al Hellaby: Yea it is just south of your tree guy there on Morgan. 
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David Dunning: Costanza, no not Costanza. 
 
Al Hellaby: He sits on the Conservation Board. 
 
David Dunning: Our Conservation Board? 
 
Al Hellaby: Yea. 
 
David Dunning: Phil Supernault is Historic Preservation. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yea he owns it now.  
 
David Dunning: Dick Schickler.  
 
Al Hellaby: There you go Schickler. Yea the fire department owns the property just south of him.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: They do. 
 
Al Hellaby: Sure, they do they have owned it for years. Clifton was going to put a new fire department 
there at one time. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Which property is that? 
 
Al Hellaby: On Scottsville Chili Road.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well this is him; he is here, here and here.  
 
Al Hellaby: Well it has got to be one of these parcels right here then.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: All right. It is still owned until they put something on it they are still just property 
owners but at that point it is still zoned what it is.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Do we have Sands Glass on here as being commercial.  
 
David Dunning: Restricted Business isn’t he the yellow. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I don’t know what he is it is a zoning mistake. It is spot zoning all the way. I see the 
yellow that is the horse veterinarian.  
 
David Dunning: They didn’t rezone Sands.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: They didn’t, I don’t know. 
 
David Dunning: No, he has a land use variance or something. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I was going to say that he has a land use variance; I am checking it out now.  
 
David Dunning: That is the ZBA that is not a rezoning.  
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Dorothy Borgus: Ok all right.  
 
David Dunning: Anything else on six?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So are we satisfied with that Reed Road green for that conservation area or is that 
something we are checking on. 
 
David Dunning: I think we have to look at the boundaries on that.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Gotta look at that okay. 
 
David Dunning: Clifton.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: The Hamlet. The only one here to think about is the fire department and that one is 
purple. That one is purple.  
 
David Dunning: The rest of that should go AC.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: AC yep, other than that there is not much there.  
 
Ron Brand: Okay. Did we do Black Creek? 
 
David Dunning: Yes. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh did we.  
 
David Dunning: Yes we did.  
 
Ron Brand: So who is going to tell me (inaudible too much paper being moved around). 
 
David Dunning: If you don’t mind I have all the notes for all the changes, I can have these typed up and 
emailed to you. 
 
Ron Brand: That would be great. 
 
David Dunning: So, I have four pages of notes and you will never here and you will never read my notes.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: When you get his notes come see me and we will sit down and I will show you 
pictorially what is going on.  
 
David Dunning: All right.  
 
Ron Brand: Are the maps okay? 
 
David Dunning: We did not even get to these. But I think some of these we won’t know.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: I personally would not.  
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David Dunning: Let’s just do this you have the top one is 3.1, that would be Mr. Lindsay. And we are 
going to assume that he has signed off on that. The next one is Figure 2-9.1 and I believe Mr. Wanzenried 
worked on this one.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yep. 
 
David Dunning: And I am going to assume that he has also signed off on this, is that correct. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yep. 
 
David Dunning: And this is accurate. The Drainage Management Map 2-9 Mr. Lindsay. 
 
Ron Brand: Do we assume that is correct? 
 
David Dunning: Yes. 2-8, which is the Water Distribution Lines, Sanitary Trunk Mains & Cell Towers, 
assume that is correct. The 2-7 Transportation Modes I believe the RTS thing was fixed, um the 
Greenway. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: We had a question on that.  
 
David Dunning: Looks to be okay on this.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The Greenway is not even showing.  
 
David Dunning: I thought that was isn’t that what oh. I am looking at this road right here I am thinking 
Scottsville Road. It changes colors for me minor arterial to a principal arterial. 
 
Ron Brand: Are you looking at 2-6 or 2-6.1? 
 
David Dunning: 2-7, we are on 2-7.  
 
Steve Tarbell: There is the word in there Genesee Valley Greenway.  
 
Al Hellaby: It says it but it does not show it.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It doesn’t show it.  
 
David Dunning: Okay it all depends on how you look at it. School Districts this has not changed, do we 
have all the schools on here.  
 
Ron Brand: 2-7 is okay or? 
 
David Dunning: Yep. 2-6.1 is you’re School Districts and no changes in the boundaries of those districts. 
So we have Paul Road School, Chestnut, Brasser, Chestnut Ridge. 
 
Ron Brand: Four buildings. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: You counting St. Pius? 
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David Dunning: That is what it is okay. That is not in the right place.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is not in the right place then. 
 
David Dunning: It is on Chili Avenue. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is not right.  
 
Ron Brand: It is on Chili Avenue. 
 
Al Hellaby: The church. 
 
David Dunning: I guess it connects to both you are right.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The main entrance off Chili. 
 
David Dunning: And the other one is Brasser, So Brasser is the one right on 386, Pius is on Chili Avenue, 
Paul Road, Chestnut Ridge. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: This is Pius, Paul Road School; this is Chestnut Ridge and Brasser okay.  
 
David Dunning: The next one is 2-6 Community Facilities and Recreation Map.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The Greenway Trail is wrong.  
 
David Dunning: Yea the Greenway Trail needs to be realigned on that one. Public Recreation is that 
considered the Greenway Ron do you know. 
 
Ron Brand: It is Craigie Brae, Chili Country Club and Armature Sports Park, Willow Brook Greens, 
Brookdale Preserve, Black Creek Park. 
 
David Dunning: I am looking up by the airport on Scottsville Road. Right on the Greenway, why is that a 
public recreation area? Am I missing something? 
 
Ron Brand: It is not listed under public recreation area. 
 
David Dunning: It has a little golf tee on top with a golf ball and the legend says, right along the runway. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right next to the two historic sites.  
 
David Dunning: Yea, and what are those historic sites the trailer park and what else?  
 
Al Hellaby: Oh, that is right that little park is in there now, I can’t think of what the name of it is that little 
dead-end street goes off in there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Next to 84.  
 
Al Hellaby: Next to 84 Lumber that is right. 
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Paul Wanzenried: It is north of 84. Between 84 and the trailer park. 
 
Al Hellaby: It is a pocket park I guess is what they call it.  
 
David Dunning: Okay all right.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: And that is public? 
 
Al Hellaby: Yep.  
 
David Dunning: So what is historic over there? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: See here you have labeled Pfrengle Property as a town park.  
 
David Dunning: And it is not. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: And it is not.  
 
Ron Brand: Yolanda Park. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is a town park.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So that is a mistake Pfrengle is not a town park. 
 
David Dunning: It is not. It is town property. I want to know what those historic sites are by the airport up 
Scottsville Road.  
 
Ron Brand: Pfrengel Property needs to come off this. 
 
David Dunning: Yea Pfrengle Property is not a park and it is spelled incorrectly. It is Pfrengle.  
 
Al Hellaby: One of those sites is the dumpsite the other one is Black Creek Culvert, interesting.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Look at the fives on that too Al. There is two fives there. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yep.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: How are culverts historic sites? There is a historic site at the end of the loop around the 
bottom and that is Black Creek Culvert Number 10.  
 
David Dunning: Wait a minute there is something back there. That is not where that Keystone Bridge and 
stuff is it?  I know there is one on Pfrengle. 
 
Al Hellaby: There is an old lock or something back in there somewhere.  
 
David Dunning: But there is something back there it may be. That may be.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You are looking at these right here right. 
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David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Al Hellaby: On of the old lots is (too many speaking at once inaudible). 
 
David Dunning: But there is a stone culvert back there that I believe is historic.  
 
Al Hellaby: Right. 
 
David Dunning: Yea there is something back there.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea Lock Number 2 off Whele’s property up on Coats Road.  
 
Al Hellaby: Yea that is pretty interesting.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: They don’t even label the historic site number ten is not even on here on Union Street 
where Streeters is.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh there is no ten is there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: There is no ten.  
 
Ron Brand: Yea down here.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: So it has to be added. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea but it is not on the list. Go to historic sites it stops at nine. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It stops at nine I am saying Streeters Inn should be added.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Streeters Inn should be added.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Do you add the mosque on Beahan Road? 
 
David Dunning: We should.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is not there. 
 
David Dunning: Yea it is.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: No, it is not. 
 
David Dunning: That is not it.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is not it. I don’t know what that church is there. And that triangle formed by Fisher 
and Beahan I don’t know what church there. I think that is misplaced.  
 
Ron Brand: Where Beahan and Fisher. 
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Paul Wanzenried: That little triangle there I don’t know of any church there. The church is up here that is 
the mosque.  
 
Ron Brand: So we will take this and move it up to here.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I want to make sure that I know the mosque is up here but.  
 
David Dunning: And I don’t have a problem with we listed county parks in the legend but we don’t list 
where they are. Oh but wait Black Creek Park and Genesee Valley Greenway, Genesee Valley Greenway 
is not a county park.  
 
Ron Brand: No this is just two designations that are state or county parks.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Then your legend should mimic that.  
 
Ron Brand: Mimic legend to greenway trail. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: It should say state/county. 
 
David Dunning: But it is not a state/county but it is not a state park either.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: It is not.  
 
David Dunning: Isn’t that the land trust that owns all of that.  
 
Ron Brand: No. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I don’t know who owns the Greenway. 
 
Al Hellaby: The state. 
 
David Dunning: Good question, okay.  
 
Ron Brand: It is a regional trail by the State of NY. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: So we are going to is somebody taking notes on this because I wasn’t. So we are going to 
remove that designation from the Pfrengle property then.  
 
David Dunning: Yes, it is not a park. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay. 
 
Ron Brand: Which one is the Pfrengle one here?  
 
David Dunning: Pfrengle is number ten.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yes, number ten.  
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David Dunning: Number ten it does not exist it is not a park.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: It is town property but not a park.  
 
David Dunning: Correct.  
 
Ron Brand: Under public recreation, should we identify the DEC Boat Launch? 
 
David Dunning: Probably I thought that is what that little public recreation thing is across from Ballantyne 
Park indicated. You have a little tee and golf ball sitting right there.  
 
Ron Brand: But I am saying it is not listed under public recreation. 
 
David Dunning: What is number four then, Willow Brook Greens?  
 
Dorothy Borgus: What is that Willow Brook Greens? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Willow Brook Greens is Bill Howards place.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is the name of that I never knew that. I never heard that called that.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Three was the Amateur Sports Park, which no longer exists. 
 
David Dunning: Which no longer exists and is owned by RG&E. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: But they are labeling three as the Links at Black Creek. Which I don’t even see it. 
 
David Dunning: It says Amateur Sports Park under public recreation.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Right. 
 
David Dunning: Number three is public which is Amateur Sports Park, which is not. But Amateur Sports 
Park doesn’t even exist.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: But see there is a golf tee there at Bill Howard’s place and it says the Links at Black 
Creek.  
 
David Dunning: Yea.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: That was at one point Willow Brook Greens.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well shouldn’t we be putting down the current name what would this be good to 
somebody who it trying to check this out and doesn’t know the history.  
 
David Dunning: Right, well the Links at Black Creek. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Is no longer either.  
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Ron Brand: So we take that off.  
 
David Dunning: It is called a Home Team. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Home Team Sports, it will change once he puts in those fields it will change.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: But this Willow Brook Greens we should take that off. 
 
David Dunning: Yea.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Are we going to leave it as a public recreation? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Well I think you have to change the number too because that says three and three is 
Amateur Sports Park. 
 
David Dunning: Yea you need to remove that so that three and four. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: So that three and four are valid names.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: And renumber that.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I think three becomes Home Team Sports or whatever you want to call them.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Three Home Team Sports. So that public recreation would have to be renumbered.  
 
David Dunning: I don’t know I think the rest of it looks pretty good.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Can I ask a question here, why it says town parks, public recreation, historic sites oh 
there it is museums, thank you no got it.  
 
David Dunning: Now it didn’t get the designation but wouldn’t the Stagecoach be a historic? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: And public recreation number eight is the Four Point Rod & Gun Club as labeled in the 
map. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Where are we? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I would debate that though, I would have to belong to a club.  
 
Al Hellaby: It is private. 
 
Steve Tarbell: If you are going to have a legend and then you have a definition for different things they 
only chose to do some of the legends and not all of them. Once you are going to do that, wouldn’t you 
label them all? 
 
David Dunning: Huh? 
 
Steve Tarbell: Like Fire Stations, you don’t have them listed in here.  
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David Dunning: Where? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Community Facilities. 
 
Steve Tarbell: You don’t have all the symbols you don’t have them all listed it is only partial. 
 
Ron Brand: Yea.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Community Facilities should include the fire departments.  
 
David Dunning: No, you are right.  
 
Steve Tarbell: You don’t have the colleges the fire departments. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: I don’t believe that Four Point Rod and Gun Club should be labeled here. See where 
that is Ron.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well public well again though you have public recreation and you have Craigie Brae that 
is private too. 
 
Al Hellaby: Usually anybody can play Cragie Brae. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Anybody can play Cragie Brae. 
 
David Dunning: And the ambulance needs to be change to just ambulance and not volunteer ambulance. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Correct.  
 
Ron Brand: You want to say HCS. 
 
David Dunning: CHS, no I would just say ambulance there.  
 
Ron Brand: Okay. 
 
Steve Tarbell: The only ones that are not listed at the bottom is the church and the fire stations, they just 
chose not to list those or? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You know Steve is right they all should be listed.  
 
Steve Tarbell: You really should list them all if you are going to list them right. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would think.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Fair enough. 
 
David Dunning: Anything else on this one? 
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Dorothy Borgus: You know another thing there Reed Road is there but it doesn’t have any designation on 
it. The bird sanctuary on it and everything it is green but there is no symbol on it see that. 
 
David Dunning: Yea. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You see that Ron. 
 
Ron Brand: Where are we? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: On Reed Road the bird sanctuary and the conservation area there is no designation for it 
other than the color.  
 
David Dunning: And the Morgan Cemetery is historic? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I would say so yea.  
 
David Dunning: As oppose to the other ones.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Well there again you start splitting hairs on this and. 
 
David Dunning: Oh because Joseph Morgan was buried there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is probably why. 
 
David Dunning: And we have up in the other one in. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea I am sure that the one on Union Street there is some very historic people buried 
there. 
 
David Dunning: The Stowes are there and the Davis are there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Yea.  
 
David Dunning: I don’t know if they are historic or not or what classifies it as. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Where is that? 
 
David Dunning: Behind the gas station up there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Oh, Buck Bee. 
 
David Dunning: Buck Bee Corners. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: That is old that is almost as old as the one on. 
 
David Dunning: Has Peter Widener seen this. I am just asking. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: He should see this. 
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Ron Brand: To my knowledge. 
 
David Dunning: If you don’t mind, I will have him take a look at it. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: This should be checked.  
 
Ron Brand: Yea please do. 
 
David Dunning: For historic. 
 
Ron Brand: I would rather have it now than at a public hearing. And this green area that the town owns 
over here that is not a designation on that or is there. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Which one? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: The conservation area that is by Genesee Valley Trail.  
 
David Dunning: A lot of it is the Brookdale Preserve isn’t it not.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: The Genesee Valley Canal. I have no idea what that is.  
 
David Dunning: It should be Genesee Valley Greenway.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Greenway, yea that shouldn’t say that.  
 
Ron Brand: So this area over here what is the designation we want? 
 
Paul Wanzenried: He keeps calling it the Brookdale Preserve. 
 
David Dunning: I believe it is.  
 
Al Hellaby: It is considered Brookdale down there so I am assuming that it is. 
 
David Dunning: I believe they call it the Brookdale Preserve but some of that is town property I am just 
saying. I have to look at that because I have the maps for the town’s property. 
 
Ron Brand: Are you going to check with Paul Widener? 
 
David Dunning: Peter Widener? 
 
Ron Brand: Yea Peter Widener. 
 
David Dunning: Yea.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You know too with that Genesee Valley Greenway although it is called something else 
on the map in the legend it is called the Genesee Valley Greenway and then on the trail on the map it is 
called Genesee Valley Canal Trail they do not agree. 
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David Dunning: It is a consistency thing we will fix that I have the note on that one too. Anything else on 
that one? I would say that when you take these home and you want to go over them again and you find 
something then fine. Let’s um go to 2-5 the next map I am going to assume that these are pretty well laid 
out by the Farmland Protection Plan also by the county for the designations of what is in the AG district 
right. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: There again you know the probably Bill Steimer would be the one to take a look at this. 
What do you think? 
 
Ron Brand: The County. 
 
David Dunning: I was going to say that we can have somebody else look at it and give it to the 
Conservation Board and have them go over it real quick but I think that is all drawn off of the county and 
the county maps. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay all right.  
 
David Dunning: I don’t think that comes from just putting in lines.  
 
Ron Brand: There is a 2017 designation on there. 
 
Al Hellaby: I still don’t understand why my property isn’t in the AG district when it most certainly is. But 
that is neither here nor there. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Your property is in the AG district.  
 
Al Hellaby: Not according to the first one buddy, not according to this one here. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: On this one it is.  
 
Al Hellaby: No because I am outside the line.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: You are right here.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That got fixed because ours is in there now, Semalars is in there. 
 
Al Hellaby: The line is right here. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: That is the old property. So this should go right across is what you are saying. 
 
Al Hellaby: Yea. And it doesn’t show that it is in there on the first one either because it is not shaded.  
 
David Dunning: The next one is Sub Area and the legend to Black Creek and the Chili Avenue Corridor. 
Can I ask why the Chili Avenue Corridor stops at Union Street? Does it really stop at Union Street? 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You know I think it does. 
 
David Dunning: It really goes to Union Street and 33A. 
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Dorothy Borgus: I believe it does.  
 
David Dunning: You are probably right. The next one is the Sub Area division, which looks to me very 
nice. I like the way they did that. 2-3 is the next one Flood Prone Areas I am going to assume that between 
Paul and David that they have looked at these. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: What we are looking at 2-3? 
 
David Dunning: So the next one is the Flood Prone I am guessing they are accurate and the same with the 
Waste Disposal Sites.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: That was a question when we started out. I guess we found them then if we are satisfied 
with this map the Waste Disposal Sites. 
 
Ron Brand: David Cross identified that if I recall correctly. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh, okay.  
 
Ron Brand: They are saying it was with the health department now and not with the Environmental 
Conservation. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh.  
 
Ron Brand: Whatever it is EMC. Environmental Management Council.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: There is quite a few of them aren’t there. I would not have thought that there where that 
many in Chili.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: I would.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You would. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Oh yea I would have thought that.  
 
David Dunning: We don’t have Battasti’s property on here though. If I am not mistaken isn’t this it 
Golden Road just next to the wetland area over there the regulated wetlands isn’t that, I mean it is not 
listed as a waste disposal site anymore. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: A big one over there. 
 
David Dunning: Because everything was removed and supposedly cleaned up to a certain degree.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Actually, it is numbered it is just not highlighted. You will see a six there.  
 
David Dunning: Oh, wow, okay. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Oh yea I see it. Oh yea maybe that can be fixed.  
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Paul Wanzenried: Stoneyard or Stonebarn whatever the heck that road is back there.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: You see that Ron? 
 
David Dunning: Golden Road and. 
 
Paul Wanzenried: Stonebarn I think it is.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: There is a six there but it is not yellowed in.  
 
David Dunning: Yea.  
 
Steve Tarbell: There is some other ones that are not highlighted either.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Yea.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Are there, oh that is why I thought there were more.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: There is a forty. 
 
Steve Tarbell: There is another one that I saw.  
 
Dorothy Borgus: Where these maps done at a set fee by Passero? 
 
Al Hellaby: Don’t ask those kinds of questions. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: I am asking it because it is a crappy job.  
 
Steve Tarbell: There is one marked one hundred and forty two.  
 
Paul Wanzenried: Where is that Steve? 
 
Steve Tarbell: Right up in the right hand corner by 173 in yellow. There is a one forty two there.  
 
David Dunning: Well we can go over that and there is a forty is over there oh that is Bausch and Lomb. I 
think they got that cleaned up too. We can have them go over this and look for those though. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Whose responsibility would this be? 
 
David Dunning: Passero right. Passero has been highlighting these right Ron. 
 
Ron Brand: Yea.  
 
David Dunning: That should not be a problem it should be easy. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: Okay. My question was did we pay these people by the hour? 
 
David Dunning: No, we are paying for the job. They are not making any money on this.  
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Dorothy Borgus: Well it doesn’t look like we got a very good job either.  
 
David Dunning: It is hard. 
 
Dorothy Borgus: You take it on you are supposed to be competent to do it.  
 
Ron Brand: Next time we will have this file in house. 
 
David Dunning: Yea that is going to be the best way if we can do this in house and it is hard it is really 
difficult to take this to someone else and when they are not sitting in on all the meetings and everything 
else and all the corrections and being able to change them on the fly. With that does anybody have 
anything else? Chapter Two we are going to review. 
 
Ron Brand: Yes we are. 
 
David Dunning: We should all take a look at Chapter Two if we have not already and make sure that we 
have anything on what we have done so far. I will get these notes typed up and sent to you. 
 
 
 

 
 
The next meeting of the committee will be TBD. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 4:32 pm. 
 
 
 
 


